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T H E  W IT T  G R O U P  O F N O N -D E G E N E R A T E  B R A ID E D  F U S IO N
C A T E G O R IE S
A LEX EI DAVYDOV, M ICH AEL M U G ER, D M ITR I NIKSHYCH, AND V IC T O R  O STR IK
ABSTRACT. We give a characterization  of Drinfeld centers of fusion categories 
as non-degenerate bra ided fusion categories containing a Lagrangian algebra.
F urther we stu d y  th e  quotient of th e  m onoid of non-degenerate b raided fusion 
categories m odulo th e  subm onoid of th e  Drinfeld centers and show th a t  its 
form al p roperties a re  sim ilar to  those  of th e  classical W itt group.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Tensor categories are ubiquitous in many areas of mathematics and it seems 
worthwhile to study them deeper. The simplest class of tensor categories is formed 
by so called fusion categories ([ENO1], see 2.1 below for a definition). It is known 
([ENO1]) tha t over an algebraically closed field Ik  of characteristic zero there are only 
countably many equivalence classes of fusion categories and tha t the classification 
of these equivalence classes is essentially independent from the field Ik  (namely, an 
embedding of fields D< C Ik ' induces a bijection between the sets of equivalence classes 
of fusion categories over D< and over Ik '). Thus the classification of fusion categories 
seems to be a natural and interesting problem. This problem is very far from its 
solution at the moment.
An interesting additional structure tha t one might impose on a tensor category 
is a braiding ( [JS2]). For a fusion category A, its Drinfeld center Z (A) is a braided 
fusion category, see Section 2.3. Our first main result addresses the following ques­
tion: when is a braided fusion category C equivalent to the Drinfeld center of some 
fusion category? The answer we give is as follows: C should be non-degenerate in 
the sense of [DGNO] and C should contain a Lagrangian algebra, th a t is, a con­
nected etale algebra of maximal possible size, see Section 4 . More precisely, we 
show tha t the 2-groupoid of fusion categories is equivalent to the 2-groupoid of 
quantum M anin pairs, where a quantum  Manin pair consists of a non-degenerate 
braided fusion category and a Lagrangian algebra in this category. This result can 
be considered as (a step in) a reduction of the classification of all fusion categories 
to the classification of braided fusion categories.
The problem of classification of all braided fusion categories (even of non-degene­
rate ones) seems to be very interesting but is almost as inaccessible as a classification 
of all fusion categories. The second main result of this paper is an observation that 
there is an interesting algebraic structure in this classification. Namely, we prove 
tha t the quotient of the monoid of non-degenerate braided fusion categories by the 
submonoid of Drinfeld centers has formal properties similar to those of the classical 
W itt group of the quadratic forms over a field. Moreover, we show tha t the W itt 
group of finite abelian groups endowed with a non-degenerate quadratic forms em­
beds naturally into this quotient. Thus we call it the Witt group of non-degenerate
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braided fusion categories and consider its computation as a fundamental problem 
in the study of fusion categories. Further we show tha t each W itt equivalence class 
contains a unique representative which is completely anisotropic (Theorem 5.12); 
this result is a counterpart of the statem ent th a t in the classical W itt group each 
W itt class contains a unique anisotropic quadratic form.
An interesting subgroup of the W itt group is the unitary Witt group (see Defi­
nition 5.23) consisting of the classes of pseudounitary braided fusion categories. A 
well known source of examples of pseudounitary braided fusion categories is the 
representation theory of affine Lie algebras, see, e.g., [BaKi, Chapter 7]. Namely, 
for any simple finite dimensional Lie algebra g and a positive integer k one con­
structs a pseudounitary non-degenerate braided fusion category C(g,k) consisting 
of integrable highest weight modules of level k over the affinization of g. We do 
not know any elements of the unitary W itt group tha t are not in the subgroup 
generated by the classes [C(g, k)]. It would be very interesting to find out whether 
such elements exist. The relations between the classes [C(g, k)] (or, more generally, 
between the classes of known braided fusion categories) are of great interest. By 
Corollary 5.8, any such relation produces at least one fusion category; one can hope 
to construct new examples of fusion categories in this way (see [CMS, Appendix] for 
an example of this kind). In Section 6 we give examples of such relations using the 
theory of conformal embeddings and coset models of central charge c < 1. It would 
be interesting to see whether other relations exist. At this moment even all relations 
between the classes [C(s1(2), k)] are not completely known (see Section 6.4).
This paper was written under the influence of Vladimir Drinfeld and Alexei 
Kitaev. We are deeply grateful to them for sharing their ideas with us. M.M. 
also thanks A. Kitaev for two invitations to Microsoft’s Station Q and to Caltech, 
respectively. V.O. is grateful to Zhenghan Wang for his interest in this work. The 
work of D.N. was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-0800545. The work 
of V.O. was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-0602263.
2. P r e l i m i n a r i e s
Throughout this paper our base field is an algebraically closed field of charac­
teristic zero.
2.1. F usion  ca teg o ries . By definition (see [ENO1]), a multi-fusion category over Ik 
is a Ik—linear semisimple rigid tensor category with finitely many simple objects and 
finite dimensional spaces of morphisms. A multi-fusion category is called a fusion 
category if its unit object 1 is simple. By a fusion subcategory of a fusion category 
we always mean a full tensor subcategory. Let Vec denote the fusion category of 
finite dimensional vector spaces over . Any fusion category A  contains a trivial 
fusion subcategory consisting of multiples of 1. We will identify this subcategory 
with Vec. A fusion category A  is called simple if Vec is the only proper fusion 
subcategory of A.
A fusion category is called pointed if all its simple objects are invertible. For a 
fusion category A  we denote Apt the maximal pointed fusion subcategory of A. We 
say that A  is unpointed if Apt =  Vec.
We will denote A  K B the tensor product of fusion categories A  and B.
For a fusion category A  we denote by O(A) the set of isomorphism classes of 
simple objects in A.
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Let A  be a fusion category and let K (A )  be its Grothendieck ring. There exists 
a unique ring homomorphism FPdim  : K (A ) —> IR such tha t FPdim (X ) > 0 for 
any 0 X  G A , see [ENOl, Section 8.1]. For a fusion category A  one defines (see 
[ENOl, Section 8.2]) its Frohenius-Perron dimension:
(1) FPdim (A) =  J 2  FPdim (X )2.
xeO(A)
For any object X  in A  let [X] denote the corresponding element of the Grothendieck 
ring K(A) .  One defines the (virtual) regular object of A  by
(2) R a = Y ,  FPdim (X ) [X] G K ( A )  ®z  R,
xeO(A)
see, e.g., [ENOl, Section 8.2]. The regular object R A is uniquely characterized by 
the following properties (see loc. cit.):
(1) [X]Ra  = FPdim ( X ) R a  for any X  € A]
(2) FPdim (i?4) =  FPdim(*4).
Let .Ai, A 2 be fusion categories such th a t FPdim(*4i) =  FPdim(*42)- By [EO, 
Proposition 2.19] any fully faithful tensor functor F  : A i  —> A 2 is an equivalence.
There is another notion of dimension A, the categorical (or global) dimension 
defined as follows (see [Mu4]). For each simple object X  in A  pick an isomorphism 
a x  '■ X  X** and set
(3) dim (A) =  ^  |X |2,
xeO(A)
where \X\2 = T rx (ax )T rx * ((a^ 1)*). By [ENOl, Theorem 2.3], dim(*4) is a non­
zero element in Ik.
A fusion category A  over Ik =  €  is called pseudo-unitary if dim(*4) =  FPdim(*4), 
see [ENOl, Section 8.4]. A pseudo-unitary fusion category A  has a unique spherical 
structure such tha t the categorical dimension dim (X) of any object X  in A  equals 
FPdim (X ), see [ENOl, Proposition 8.23]. It is easy to see tha t if A i  and A 2 are 
pseudo-unitary then so is A i  Kl A 2 ■
2.2. B ra id ed  fu sio n  ca teg o r ie s . A braided fusion category is a fusion category 
C endowed with a braiding cx ,y  : X  (g> Y —> Y ® X , see [JS2]. For a braided 
fusion category its reverse Clev is the same fusion category with a new braiding 
cx ,y  = Cyx-  A braided fusion category is symmetric if c =  c.
Recall from [Mu2] tha t objects X  and Y  of a braided fusion category C are said 
to centralize each other if
(4) c Y , x  0  c x , y  =  idx<g>r-
The centralizer T>' of a fusion subcategory T> C C is defined to be the full subcate­
gory of objects of C tha t centralize each object of T>. It is easy to see tha t T>' is a 
fusion subcategory of C. Clearly, T> is symmetric if and only if T> C T>'.
D e fin itio n  2 .1 . (see [DGNO, Definition 2.28 and Proposition 3.7]) We will say 
tha t a braided fusion category C is non-degenerate if C  = Vec.
A non-degenerate braided fusion category C ^  Vec is prime if it has no proper 
non-degenerate braided fusion subcategories other than Vec. Clearly, a non-trivial 
simple braided fusion category is prime.
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For a fusion subcategory I? of a non-degenerate braided fusion category C one 
has the following properties (see [DGNO, Theorem 3.10]):
A pre-modular category is a braided fusion category equipped with a spherical 
structure. A pre-modular category C is modular (i.e., its S'-matrix is invertible) if 
and only if C is non-degenerate [DGNO, Proposition 3.7].
The following statem ent is well known. We include its proof for the reader’s 
convenience.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .2 . Let C Vec be a non-degenerate braided fusion category. Then
where C\ , . .. ,Cn are prime non-degenerate subcategories ofC.  Furthermore, i f  C is 
unpointed then its decomposition (7) into a tensor product of prime non-degenerate 
subcategories is unique up to a permutation of factors.
Proof. Existence of the decomposition (7) is established in [Mu2], so we only need 
to prove uniqueness. If T> C C is a fusion subcategory, let T>i C C* be the fusion 
subcategory generated by all simple objects X* £ Ci such tha t there is a simple 
X  =  X i Kl • • • Kl Xj Kl • • • Kl X„ G V. Clearly we have V  C T>\ Kl • • • Kl V n , but 
the converse need not hold. If it does, we say tha t T> factorizes. Denoting by T>ad 
the fusion subcategory of T> generated by X  eg) X * , where X  runs through simple 
objects of T>, the fact that
x  <g> x* = (Xi <g> Xi) m ■ ■ ■ h (x„ <g> x*) >- i h • • • m 1 ie (x4 <g> x*) ie i  m ■ ■ ■ ie i
implies tha t T>ad D (T>ad)i, thus T>ad factorizes. Let T> C C be a non-degenerate 
fusion subcategory. Since C is unpointed, i.e., Cpt = Vec, T> is unpointed and by 
[DGNO, Corollary 3.27] we have V ad = {'Dpt)' (~}V = V.  Thus V  factorizes, i.e. 
T> = T>i M ■ ■ ■ M T>n , where each T>i is non-degenerate. Since C* is prime, we must 
have either T>i = Vec or T>i = Ci for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n. In particular, every prime 
non-degenerate fusion subcategory T> C C coincides with some Cj. Hence, (7) is 
unique up to a perm utation of factors. □
R em ark  2 .3 . The proof actually also shows the following stronger result: If T> C C 
is an unpointed and non-degenerate fusion subcategory then T> = T>i M ■ ■ ■ M T>n , 
where each T>i is either T>i = Vec or T>i = Ci. This means tha t the prime factors Cj 
tha t are unpointed appear in every prime factorization of C, whether or not C itself 
is unpointed.
2.3. D rin fe ld  cen ter  o f  a  fu sio n  ca tegory . For any fusion category A  its Drin- 
feld center 2 ( A )  is defined as the category whose objects are pairs (X, j x ) ,  where 
X  is an object of A  and 7x  : V  eg) X  ~  X  <g) V, V  € * 4  is a natural family of 
isomorphisms, satisfying a certain compatibility condition, see [JS1, Definition 3] 
or [Ka, Definition XIII.4.1]. It is known th a t 2 ( A )  is a braided fusion category. 
We have (see [Mu5] and [ENOl, Theorem 2.15, Proposition 8.12]):
(5)
(6)
V "  =  V ,
F Pdim (P)FPdim (î?/) =  FPdim(C).
(7) C = Ci IE • • • IE C,
(8 ) dim (2(C)) = dim(C)2, FPdim(2:(C)) =  FPdim(C)2.
It is known tha t 2 ( A )  is non-degenerate, see [DGNO, Corollary 3.9].
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For a braided fusion category C there are two braided functors
(9) C ^ Z ( C )  : X ^ ( X , c _ tX),
(10) Clev^ Z ( C )  : i H f t L j ) .
These functors are fully faithful and so we can identify C and Crev with their images 
in Z(C).  These images centralize each other, i.e., C  = Clev. This allows to define a 
braided tensor functor
(11) G : C m C rev ^  Z(C).
It was shown in [Mu4] and [DGNO, Proposition 3.7] tha t G is a braided equivalence 
if and only if C is non-degenerate.
Let C be a braided fusion category and let A  be a fusion category. Let F  : C —>• A  
be a tensor functor.
D e fin itio n  2 .4 . A structure of a central functor on F  is a functor F ' : C —> Z( A)  
whose composition with the forgetful functor Z ( A )  —> A  equals F.
Equivalently, a structure of central functor on F  is a natural family of isomor­
phisms Y  <g> F ( X )  F ( X )  (g) 1", X  G C, Y  G A , satisfying certain compatibility 
conditions, see [Be, Section 2.1].
2.4. S ep arab le  a lgeb ras. Let A  be a fusion category. In this paper an algebra 
A  G A  is an associative algebra with unit, see e.g., [O, Definition 3.1].
D e fin itio n  2 .5 . An algebra A  G A  is said to be separable if the multiplication 
morphism rri : A(g> A  ^  A  splits as a morphism of A-bimodules.
R em ark  2 .6 . (i) The morphism to is surjective (due to the existence of unit 
in A ), so the definition makes sense.
(ii) Observe tha t if F  : A  —> B is a tensor functor then F(A)  G B is a separable 
algebra for a separable algebra A  G A.
For an algebra A  G A  let A  a , a A, a A a  denote, respectively, abelian categories 
of right A —modules, left A —modules, A —bimodules, see e.g., [O, Definition 3.1].
P r o p o s it io n  2 .7 . For an algebra A  G A  the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A  is separable;
(ii) the category A a  semisimple;
(iii) the category a A  is semisimple;
(iv) the category a A a  semisimple.
Proof. Assume tha t A  is separable. Note th a t A  considered as a bimodule over itself 
is a direct summand of the A —bimodule A ®  A. Thus any M  = M  (gi^ A  G A a  is a 
direct summand of M  Cg  ^A  eg A  = M  eg A. The object M  eg A  G A a  is projective 
(see e.g. [O, Section 3.1]). Thus any M  G A a  is projective and we have implication
(i)=>(ii). The implication (i)=>(iii) is proved similarly.
The implications (ii)=>(iv) and (iii)=>(iv) follow from [ENOl, Theorem 2.16]. 
Finally, the implication (iv)=>(i) is obvious. □
Let C be a braided fusion category. Recall tha t an algebra A  in C is called 
commutative if m o c a ,a  = ra, where m : A  eg A  —> A  is the multiplication of A, see 
e.g., [KiO, Definition 1.1].
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E x a m p le  2 .8 . Let G be a finite group and let A  =  Rep(G) be the fusion category 
of finite dimensional representations of G. Let A =  Fun(G) be the algebra of 
Ik—valued functions on G. The group G acts on A via left translations, so A can 
be considered as a commutative algebra in A. The algebra A is called the regular 
algebra of the category A  =  Rep(G). It is easy to check tha t A is separable, see 
e.g. [DGNO, Proposition 2.53].
More generally we say tha t a braided fusion category E is Tannakian [De] if there 
is a braided equivalence F  : E ~  Rep(G); in this case the algebra F - 1(A) (with 
A € Rep(G) as above) is called a regular algebra Ae of E. It is known tha t the 
algebra Ae is unique up to isomorphism. (Such an isomorphism is non-unique, in 
particular Aut Ae =  G.) See, e.g., [DGNO, Section 2.13].
2.5. E q u iv a r ia n tiza tio n  an d  d e-eq u iv a r ia n tiza tio n . Let A  be a fusion cate­
gory with an action of a finite group G. In this case one can define the fusion 
category A G of G-equivariant objects in A. Objects of this category are objects X  
of A  equipped with an isomorphism ug : g (X ) ^  X  for all g € G, such that
ugh ◦  Yg,h =  ug ◦  g(uh)?
where Yg,h : g (h(X)) ^  g h (X ) is the natural isomorphism associated to the action. 
Morphisms and tensor product of equivariant objects are defined in an obvious 
way. This category is called the G -equivariantization of A. One has FPdim (A G) =  
|G |FPdim (A). See [Br, Mu3] and [DGNO, Section 4] for details.
E x a m p le  2 .9 . Let H  be a normal subgroup of G. Then there is a natural action 
of G /H  on A h  and (AH)G/H =  A G
There is a procedure opposite to equivariantization, called the de-equivariantiza- 
tion. Namely, let A  be a fusion category and let E =  Rep(G) C Z(A ) be a 
Tannakian subcategory which embeds into A  via the forgetful functor Z  (A) ^  A. 
Let A =  Fun(G) be the regular algebra of E. It is a commutative algebra in 
Z(A ) and so the category A G of left A-modules in A  is a fusion category with 
the tensor product (g>A, called de-equivariantization of A. One has FPdim (A G) =  
FPdim (A )/|G |.
The above constructions are canonically inverse to each other, i.e., there are 
canonical equivalences (AG)G =  A  and (AG)G =  A, see [DGNO, Section 4.1].
2.6. M o d u le  ca teg o r ies  over fu sion  ca teg o r ies . Let A  be a fusion category. A 
left A-module category is a finite semisimple Abelian Ik-linear category M  together 
with a bifunctor (g> : A x M ^ M  and a natural family of isomorphisms
(X <g> Y ) <g> M  —^  X  <g) (Y <g) M ) and 1 ® M  —^  M
for X, Y € A, M  € M , satisfying certain coherence conditions. See [O] for details 
and for the definitions of A-module functors and their natural transformations. A 
typical example of a left A-module category is the category A a of right modules 
over a separable algebra A in A  [O]. An A-module category is called indecomposable 
if it is not equivalent to a direct sum of two non-trivial A-module categories.
The category of A-module endofunctors of a right A-module category M  will 
be denoted by A M  It is known th a t AM is a multi-fusion category, see [ENO1, 
Theorem 2.18] (it is a fusion category if and only if M  is indecomposable).
Let M  be an indecomposable right A-module category. We can regard M  as an 
(AM, A)-bimodule category. Its (AM , A)-bimodule endofunctors can be identified,
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on the one hand, with functors of left multiplication by objects of Z(A*M ), and on 
the other hand, with functors of right multiplication by objects of Z(A) .  Combined, 
these identifications yield a canonical equivalence of braided categories
(12) Z ( A)  A- Z(A*m ).
This result is due to Schauenburg, see [Sell].
3. É t a l e  a l g e b r a s  a n d  c e n t r a l  f u n c t o r s
3.1. E ta le  a lgeb ras in  b ra id ed  fu sion  ca teg o r ies .
D e fin it io n  3 .1 . An algebra A  G C is said to be étale if it is both commutative and 
separable. We say tha t an étale algebra A  G C is connected if dim^ H om e(l, A) = 1.
R em ark  3 .2 . (i) The terminology of Definition 3.1 is justified by the fact that 
étale algebras in the usual sense can be characterized by the property from 
Definition 3.1.
(ii) Any étale algebra canonically decomposes as a direct sum of connected 
ones.
E x a m p le  3 .3 . (i) Let £  C C be a Tannakian subcategory. Then a regular 
algebra Ag G C (see Example 2.8) is connected étale.
(ii) Let C be a pre-modular category. Let A  be a commutative algebra in C such 
th a t dimik H om e(l, A) = 1, the pairing A ®  A  A  -»  1 is non-degenerate, 
Oa  = id^, and dim(A) ^  0. It is proved in [KiO, Theorem 3.3] tha t such 
an A  is connected étale.
R em ark  3 .4 . In general if A  G C is a connected étale algebra and A  -» 1 is a 
nonzero homomorphism (it is unique up to a scalar) then the pairing A ®  A  
A  -»  1 is non-degenerate. Indeed the kernel of this pairing would be a non-trivial 
ideal of A  (=  non-trivial subobject in the category Ca); but the category Ca is 
semisimple and dim^HomeA(A, A) = d im ^H om e(l, A) = 1. In particular, this 
implies th a t any étale algebra is a self-dual object of C (use Remark 3.2 (ii) for 
disconnected étale algebras).
3.2. From  cen tra l fu n cto rs to  é ta le  a lgeb ras.
L em m a 3 .5 . Let C be a braided fusion category, let A a fusion category, and let 
F  : C —ï A be a central functor. Let I  : A C be the right adjoint functor of F . 
Then the object A  = / ( l )  G C has a canonical structure of connected étale algebra.
Proof. Let </>:£?—>• Vec be the contravariant representable functor corresponding 
to A, tha t is, 4>(X) = Hornc{X,  A) = Homyi ( i 1(X),  1). The linear map
H o n u ( i T O ,  1) <8> H o m ^ (i1(X2), 1) ->•
H onuCfXX i) ® F { X 2), 1 Cg) 1) =  Hom M fXXi ® X 2), 1)
defines a natural morphism
(13) vx ! ,x 2 '■ 4>{Xi) (g> 4>{x 2) —> 4>{Xi (g> x2)
such th a t the compositions
4>{X\) (g> <f>(X2) (g> (j>(Xz) </>(Xi <g> X 2) <g> (j>{Xz) —» <j>{X\ (g) X 2 (g) X3), 
4>{Xi) (g) <f>(X2) (g) (j>{Xz) (j>{X\) (g) (j){X2 (g) X3) —^  (j>{X\ (g) X 2 (g) X3)
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are equal. Such a morphism (13) is the same thing as an associative multiplication 
to  : A  eg) A  —> A  (namely, to  G <f>(A eg A) is defined by to  :=  va  <g> idA),
where id^ is considered as an element of 4>{A)). By definition, H om e(l, A) = 
Hom_4( i 1(l),  1) =  Hom_4(l, 1) =  Ik. It is easy to see tha t the image of 1 G Ik in 
Home(1, A) is a unit of the algebra A.
To prove the commutativity of to : A  eg A  —>• A, we have to show tha t v x ± ,x 2 
agrees with the braiding c x 1,x 2 '■ X i  eg X 2 —> X 2 eg X \.  In other words, we have to 
show tha t if li G Hom_4 ( i 1(Xj), 1) then the diagram
(14) F ( X i  <g> X 2) -------- ----- ^  F { X x) eg F ( X 2) — ^
F ( c x  i , x 2 ) id i
F ( X 2 eg X i ) ----------— ► F ( X 2) eg F ( X 1
commutes. This is an immediate consequence of the naturality of braiding with a 
central object.
It follows from [EO, Theorem 3.17] tha t the category of right A-modules in C 
identifies with the image of F  in A  and hence is semisimple. By Proposition 2.7 
semisimplicity of the category of A —modules implies the semisimplicity of the cate­
gory of A-bimodules. In particular, the morphism of A —bimodules to : A  eg A  —>• A,  
i.e., A  is separable. □
E x a m p le  3 .6 . (i) Let C = Rep(G) and F  : C —» Vec the forgetful functor. 
Then the étale algebra A  from Lemma 3.5 is the regular algebra, see Ex­
ample 2.8.
(ii) Let Vecq be the fusion category of finite dimensional G-graded vector spaces 
with the associativity constraint twisted by a 3-cocycle u> G Z S(G, lkx ). 
Let C = Z (V eCq) and F  : C —> Vec^ the forgetful functor. Then the étale 
algebra A  from Lemma 3.5 is the regular algebra of Rep(G) C C.
(iii) Let C = J?(Rep(G)) =  Z(Veca) and F  : C —» Rep(G) the forgetful func­
tor. Then the étale algebra A  from Lemma 3.5 is the group algebra of G 
considered as an algebra in C. Notice tha t in this case the algebra F  (A) 
in the symmetric tensor category Rep(G) is non-commutative unless G is 
commutative.
R em ark  3 .7 . Lemma 3.5 fails over fields of characteristic p > 0. Namely the 
algebra A  = 1(1) is still commutative (with the same proof) but it can fail to be 
separable. Here is a counter-example. Let G be a finite abelian group of order 
divisible by p. Take C = VecG, i.e., C is the category of finite-dimensional G-graded 
vector spaces with the obvious symmetric braided structure. Let T> = Vec and let 
F  : C —> T> be the functor of forgetting the grading. Then A  is the group algebra of 
G, which is not étale. In this example the category of A-bimodules identifies with 
Rep(G) and is not semisimple.
3.3. T h e  te n so r  ca teg o ry  Ca co rresp o n d in g  to  an  é ta le  a lg eb ra  A.  Let C
be a braided fusion category and let A  G C be a connected étale algebra. Let Ca 
be the category of right A-modules and let
(15) Fa :C - > C a :  X  ^  X  <g> A
be the free module functor. The category Ca  is semisimple by Proposition 2.7. 
Any object M  of Ca  can be endowed with a structure of A-bimodule with the left
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4-module structure given by
-1
A ® M  M ® A ^ M .
In  this way the category Ca gets a structure of tensor category with tensor product 
CgiA- The functor Fa  has an obvious structure of tensor functor. The category 
Ca is rigid since any object M  in Ca is a direct summand of the rigid object 
F a (M ) = M  ®  A  = M  <s>a (A  ®  A). The unit object of Ca is A  = F a {  1) and the 
connectedness of A  implies that A  G Ca is simple. Thus, Ca is a fusion category.
R em ark  3 .8 . One can use a different structure of A-bimodule on M  G Ca using 
the composition
A ®  M  M ® A ^ M .
The structure of tensor category on Ca  obtained in this way is opposite to the 
structure defined above.
E x a m p le  3 .9 . Let C be a braided fusion category and let £ C C be a Tannakian 
subcategory. Let A  G £ be the regular algebra (which is connected étale by Ex­
ample 3.3 (i)). In  the terminology of [DGNO, Section 4.2] the fusion category 
Ca introduced above is the de-equivariantization of C (cf. Section 2.5) viewed as a 
fusion category over £.
3.4. T h e  cen tra l fu n ctor  C — > Ca- Observe that the free module functor (15) 
has a natural structure of a central functor, see Definition 2.4. Indeed, we have 
F a {X )  = X ® A ,  and, hence, F a (X )® a Y  = X ® Y . Similarly, Y ® a F a (X )  = Y ® X .  
These two objects are isomorphic via the braiding of C (one can check that the 
braiding gives an isomorphism of 4-modules using the commutativity of A) and, 
hence, Fa  lifts to a braided tensor functor C —> Z (C a )•
This construction is in a sense converse to Lemma 3.5. Namely, if we apply it to 
the algebra A  = 1(1) then the category Ca  identifies with the image of C in A. In 
the other direction, the object 1 ( 1) constructed using the functor F a  is canonically 
isomorphic (as an algebra) to A.
Let A\, be fusion categories. We will say that a tensor functor F  : A i —> A 2 
is surjective if any object in A 2 is a subobject of some F (X ) ,  X  G Ai-
R em ark  3 .1 0 . Some authors use the term dominant functor for what we call a 
surjective functor, see [Br, BrN ].
L em m a 3 .1 1 . For a connected étale algebra A  in a, braided fusion category C we 
have
(16> FPd'"'<t-» =
Proof. The functor (15) is surjective. Using [EN O l, Proposition 8.11] we compute
FPP(w £ \  = £  F P d im (X )[F A(X ) : l ]= F P d im (/ ( l) ) ,
 ^ 1 xeo(c)
where I  is the right adjoint of F a  and 0(C ) denotes the set of simple objects of C. 
Since A  = 1(1), the result follows. □
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3.5. S u b ca teg o ry  CA C C.\ o f  d y s le c tic  m o d u les . Let C be a braided fusion 
category and A  G C be a connected étale algebra.
Let a Ca  be the fusion category of A-bimodules in C (see, e.g., [O]). We have two 
tensor embeddings M  i—> M± from Ca and C^v to aCa- Namely, using the braiding 
we can define on a right A-module M  the left A-module structure by
-1
(17) A ®  M  M  ® A ^  M  or by A  eg M  M  eg A  ^  M.
Both structures make M  an A-bimodule, and we w ill denote the results by M + 
and M _, respectively. Clearly, the functors M  i—> M± are sections of the forgetful 
functor a Ca  —> Ca ■ Moreover,
(18) Ta '-Ca ^ C Y  ^  a Ca - M M N  ^  M + ® a N _  
has a natural structure of tensor functor.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 2 . A module M  G Ca is dyslectic (or local, in alternative terminol­
ogy) if the identity map idj^ f is an isomorphism of A-bimodules M + ~  M _ .
Equivalently, a module M  G Ca  is dyslectic if the following diagram
(19) 1 ^ , c a , m o c m , aM  ® A ------------<g> A
p .y  p 
m '
commutes. Here p : M  eg) A  —» M  denotes the action of 4  on M .
The notion of dyslectic module was introduced by Pareigis in [P], See also [KiO].
R em ark  3 .1 3 . Note that a simple M  G Ca is dyslectic if and only if M + ~  M _ as 
A-bimodules. Indeed, since the functors M  i—> M±  from Ca to aCa are embeddings, 
for any simple M  G Ca any isomorphism between A-bimodules M + and M _ must 
be a multiple of idjvi -
Dyslectic modules form a full subcategory of Ca  which will be denoted by C°A. 
It  is known (see [P, Section 2] and [KiO ]) that C°A is closed under eg a  and that 
the braiding in C induces a natural braided structure in C\. Thus, C°A is a braided 
fusion category.
E x a m p le  3 .1 4 . Let £ C C be a Tannakian subcategory and let A  G £ be a 
regular algebra, see Example 2.8. Then [DGNO, Proposition 4.56(i)] says that CA 
is equivalent to the de-equivariantization of £', cf. Section 2.5.
L em m a 3 .1 5 . Let C be a braided fusion category, let A  be an étale algebra in C, 
and let X  be an object of C. Then the free module X  eg A  is dyslectic if  and only if 
X  centralizes A.
Proof. Consider the following diagram, where we omit identity maps and associa­
tiv ity  constraints:
(20)
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A ® X ® A
The two upper triangles commute by the hexagon axioms and the two lower trian­
gles commute since A  is commutative. Therefore,
( id x  <g> m A ) o (cA,x o cx ,a  ®  id A ) =  ( id *  <g> m A ) o ca ,x ® a  °  cx<g>A,A °  ( id *  ®  c ^ a ) ,
which means that X  eg) A  is dyslectic if and only if
(21) (idx  <g> m A ) o (cA,x o cx ,a <g> idA) = idx <g> m A .
In  other words, commutativity of the perimeter of the above diagram is equivalent 
to commutativity of the diamond in the middle. Let uA : 1 —> A  denote the unit 
of A. Suppose that (21) holds. We have
c a , x  °  c x , A  =  (id x  <g> 'mA ) o (idxigiA  <g> u A ) o c A j X  °  cx ,A
=  ( id x  <g) rriA ) o ( c a ,x  o c x ,a  <g> id A ) °  ( id x ® A  <g> u A )
=  ( id x  Cg m A ) o ( id x ® A  <g> u a )  =  idx<g>A-
where the third equality holds by (21). Thus, (21) is equivalent to cAjx  °  cx,A = 
idx®A- Combining the above equivalences we get the result. □
3.6. T h e  c a teg o ry  R ep ^ (A ) an d  its  cen ter . Let A  be a fusion category and 
let F  : 2 (A ) —> A  be the forgetful functor. Let A  G Z (A )  be a connected étale 
algebra. Observe that any right i 1(A)-module M  G A  has a natural structure of 
left i 1(A)-module defined as F  (A) <g> M  M  <g> F  (A) —> M . It  is easy to verify 
that in this way M  acquires a structure of i 1(A)-bimodule.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 6 . The category Rep^(A ) is a tensor category of right i 1(A)-modules 
in A  with tensor product e g •
R em ark  3 .1 7 . (i) Assume that C is a braided fusion category and A  G C 
is a connected étale algebra. Then A  can be considered as a connected 
étale algebra in Z (C ) via the braided functor C —» Z(C ). In  this case the 
categories CA and Repc (A ) are identical. Nevertheless the tensor structures 
on CA and Repc (A ) are opposite to each other, see Remark 3.8.
(ii) The category Repc (A ) is equivalent to the category of left F  (A )— modules.
Arguments similar to those in Section 3.3 show that Rep^(A ) is a semisimple 
rigid tensor category. Its unit object F  (A) may be reducible, so in general Rep^(A ) 
is not a fusion category. In  general Rep^(A ) is an example of a connected multi­
fusion category, see Section 2.1
R em ark  3 .1 8 . Given an étale algebra A  G Z (A )  there is a surjective tensor functor 
A  -> Rep_4 (A ) : X  X ®  F  (A).
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Conversely, let G  : A  —> B be a tensor functor and let / : B —> A  be its right adjoint. 
Then the object 1(1) G A  has a natural lift to Z (A ).  Moreover, it has a natural 
structure of an étale algebra in Z (A ).  The algebra 1(1) G Z (A )  is connected if and 
only if the functor G  is not decomposable into a non-trivial direct sum of tensor 
functors. Sim ilarly to Section 3.4 these two constructions are inverse to each other. 
See [BrN] for details.
It  is easy to see that the forgetful functor Z (A )<a  > Z (A )a  —> R eP^(^4) has a 
canonical structure of central functor. Thus, it lifts to a braided tensor functor
(22) Z (A )°a  ->■ Z(RepA (A)).
The following result was proved by Schauenburg (see [Sch, Corollary 4.5]) under 
much weaker assumptions on the category A  and commutative algebra A  G Z (A )  
than ours.
T h eo rem  3 .1 9 . The functor (22) is a braided equivalence Z (A )<a = Z(RepA (A )).
Sketch of proof. We just sketch a construction of an inverse functor. Let M  G 
Z (RepA (A )). For any X  G A  consider X  eg) F  (A) G R e p ^ A ). Then (X  eg 
F  (A )) (g>f(A) M  = X  eg M  and M  <g>f(A) (X  <g> F  (A )) = M  <g> X .  It  is easy to 
see now that the central structure of M  as F  (A)-module defines a central structure 
of M  as an object of A. Moreover one verifies directly that i 1(A)-module structure 
on M  gives A-module structure on this lift of M  to Z (A );  the resulting object of 
Z (A )a  lies in Z (A )<a . Finally, this assignment has a natural structure of tensor 
functor. □
3.7. P r o p e r tie s  o f  b ra id ed  ten so r  fu n ctors.
P r o p o s it io n  3 .2 0 . Let C, T> be braided fusion categories and let F  : C —>■ T> be 
a surjective braided tensor functor. Let I  : T> —>■ C be the right adjoint functor 
of F  and let A  := 1(1) be the canonical connected étale algebra constructed in 
Lemma 3.5. Then A  G C .
Proof. Since F  is a central functor, T> identifies with the category CA of A-modules 
in C, cf. Section 3.4. We claim that every A-module is dyslectic, i.e., that CA = C°A. 
Indeed, the fusion category ACA identifies with the category of C-module endofunc- 
tors of T>, see [O] (the action of C on T> is defined via F  : C -> D ). Under this 
identification, for every simple object M  G V  the bimodules M± correspond to 
endofunctors of left and right multiplication by M . But these endofunctors are 
isomorphic via the braiding of T>, i.e., M  is dyslectic.
In  particular, for every X  G C the free A-module X  eg A  is dyslectic. Hence, 
Lemma 3.15 implies that every X  G C centralizes A, i.e., A  G C . □
R em ark  3 .2 1 . Note that the étale algebra A  from Proposition 3.20 is a com­
mutative algebra in a symmetric fusion category C . Therefore, A  belongs to the 
maximal Tannakian subcategory £ = Rep(G ) C C . The restriction of F  : C —> T> to 
£ identifies with the restriction functor Rep(G ) —> Rep (H ), where F[ is a subgroup 
of G. Hence, the étale algebra A  identifies with the algebra F\m(G/H ) of functions 
on G  invariant under translations by elements of F[.
C oro llary  3 .2 2 . Let F  : C\ —» be a surjective braided tensor functor between 
braided fusion categories. There exists a braided fusion category C with an ac­
tion of a finite group G , a subgroup H  C G, and braided tensor equivalences
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Ci = Ca , C2 = CH such that the diagram
(23)
C
commutes. Here Forg : Ca —)■ CH is the functor of “partially forgetting equivari- 
ance” .
Proof. This is a consequence of Example 2.9, Remark 3.21, and the fact that 
equivariantization and de-equivariantization are mutually inverse constructions, see 
[DGNO, Theorem 4.4] and Section 2.5. □
D e fin itio n  3 .2 3 . A braided fusion category C is called almost non-degenerate if 
the symmetric category C  is either trivial or is equivalent to the category of super 
vector spaces.
In  other words, C is almost non-degenerate if C  does not contain any non-trivial 
Tannakian subcategories.
C oro llary  3 .2 4 . Any braided tensor functor F  : C —>■ T> between braided fusion 
categories with C almost non-degenerate is fully faithful.
R em ark  3 .2 5 . Using [EO, Theorem 2.5] and [De, Proposition 2.14] one can relax 
the assumptions of Corollary 3.24 on the category T>: it is enough to assume that T> 
is a abelian rigid braided tensor category with finite dimensional Horn spaces and 
finite lengths of all objects.
Let C be a braided fusion category, A  G C be a connected étale algebra and 
F a  : C —> Ca  be the functor (15). It  extends to a functor
(24) F a  : C ->■ Z (C A)
in such a way that F a  is the composition of F a  and the forgetful functor Z (C a ) —>
CA-
C oro llary  3 .2 6 . Assume C is almost non-degenerate. Then functor (24) is fully 
faithful and the functor Ta '■ Ca MCa v —> aCa defined in (18) is surjective.
Proof. The first assertion is Corollary 3.24. To prove the second assertion observe 
that that F a  is dual to Ta  (in the sense of [EN O l, Section 5.7]) with respect to the 
module category Ca - So the result follows from [EN O l, Proposition 5.3]. □
3.8. T en sor c o m p lem en ts . Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category, 
see Definition 2.1. Let A  G C be a connected étale algebra. Then A  can be 
considered as a connected étale algebra in Crev and in Z (C ) via the embedding
Crev = Vec H Crev Crev = Z(C ),
see (11).
L em m a 3 .2 7 . Under the identification Z (C ) ~  C E3 Crev we have 
Z {C )a = C M C Jv and Z(C)°A = C H (Crev)°A .
Proof. The first statement is obvious and the second one is an immediate conse­
quence. □
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C oro llary  3 .2 8 . For a non-degenerate C and a connected étale algebra A  (E C 
there is a braided equivalence Z {C a ) — CM  (CA)rev. In  particular the category CA 
is non-degenerate.
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.19 and Lemma 3.27. □
R em ark  3 .2 9 . (i) One verifies that the embedding functor 
C = C M V e c ^ C M  (C°Ay ev = Z (C A)
is naturally isomorphic to the functor F a  from (24). This can be used for 
an alternative proof of Proposition 3.26.
(ii) If  we assume in addition that C is modular and A  is as in Example 3.3(ii) 
then CA has a natural spherical structure, see e.g. [KiO]. In  this case 
Corollary 3.28 gives an alternative proof of [KiO, Theorem 4.5].
C oro llary  3 .3 0 . For a non-degenerate C and a connected étale algebra A  (E C we 
have
<25» Fpdi'"<t- » =
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.28 and equations (8) and (16). □
4. Q u a n t u m  M a n in  p a ir s
4.1. D e fin it io n  o f  a  q u an tu m  M a n in  p air . We start with the following conse­
quence of Corollary 3.26:
C orollary  4 .1 . Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category and A  (E C a 
connected étale algebra inC . Assume that FPd im (A )2 = FPd im (C ). Then
(i) The functor F a : C —> Z (C a ) defined in (24) is a braided tensor equivalence
(ii) The functor Ta  : Ca  MCa v —> a Ca  defined in (18) is a tensor equivalence.
Proof. B y  Lemma 3.11
FPdim(c.4) =
v J FPd im (A )
Hence,
FPdim  (Z (C A)) = pp ^ ™ (^ )2 = FPdim (C),
see (8). Since by Corollary 3.26 F a  is a fully faithful functor between categories of 
equal Frobenius-Perron dimension, it is necessarily an equivalence by [EO, Propo­
sition 2.19]. Hence the dual functor Ta  is also an equivalence. □
D e fin itio n  4 .2 . A quantum Manin pair (C, A) consists of a non-degenerate braided 
fusion category C and a connected étale algebra A  G C such that FPd im (A )2 = 
FPdim (C).
R em ark  4 .3 . Observe that by (25) the condition FPd im (A )2 = FPdim (C ) is equiv­
alent to the condition CA = Vec.
Quantum Manin pairs form a 2-groupoid QDJt: a 1-morphism between two such 
pairs (Ci, A\) and (C2, A 2) is defined to be a pair ($ , </>), where $  : C\ ~  C2 is 
a braided equivalence and 4> : ^ (A i) — A 2 is an isomorphism of algebras; a
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2-morphism between pairs ($, </>) and ($ ', <//) is a natural isomorphism of tensor 
functors ¡j, : $  —>■ such that the following diagram commutes:
(26) $ (A i)------ ------^ ' ( A i ) .
On the other hand, we have the 2-groupoid of fusion categories: objects are fu­
sion categories, 1-morphisms are tensor equivalences, and 2-morphisms are isomor­
phisms of tensor functors. We have a 2-functor QDJt —>• $£  defined by (C, A ) i—> CA.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .4 . This 2-functor QDJt —>• $£ is a 2-equivalence.
Proof. Let A  £ The forgetful functor F  : Z (A )  —> A  has an obvious structure 
of central functor. Let I  : A  —> Z (A )  be its right adjoint. B y  Lemma 3.5, 1(1) is a 
connected étale algebra. It  is known that F P d im (/ (l)) = FPdim (C ), see e.g. [EO, 
Lemma 3.41]. So (8) implies that (Z (A ), 1(1)) £ QDJt. Thus we get a 2-functor 
—> QDJt. Using Corollary 4.1 and the results from Section 3.4 we see that it is 
quasi-inverse to the 2-functor QDJt —> □
R em ark  4 .5 . Proposition 4.4 can be viewed as a categorical analogue of the follow­
ing reconstruction of the double of a quasi-Lie bialgebra from a Manin pair (i.e., a 
pair consisting of a metric Lie algebra and its Lagrangian subalgebra) in the theory 
of quantum groups [Dr, Section 2]:
Let g be a finite-dimensional metric Lie algebra (i.e., a Lie algebra on which a 
non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form is given). Let [ be a Lagrangian 
subalgebra of g. Then [ has a structure of a quasi-Lie bialgebra and there is an 
isomorphism between g and the double 3?(I) of [. The correspondence between 
Lagrangian subalgebras of g and doubles isomorphic to g is bijective, see [Dr, Section 
2] for details.
4.2. L agran gian  a lgeb ras an d  M o r ita  2 -eq u iva len ce .
D e fin it io n  4 .6 . Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category. A  connected 
étale algebra in C w ill be called Lagrangian if FPd im (A )2 = FPdim (C).
Thus, A  is Lagrangian if and only if (C, A ) is a quantum Manin pair.
R em ark  4 .7 . Let £ C  C be a Lagrangian subcategory of C, i.e., a Tannakian 
subcategory such that £' = £, see [DGNO, Definition 4.57]. Then the regular 
algebra of £ is a Lagrangian algebra in C.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .8 . Let A  be a fusion category and let C = Z (A ). There is a 
bijection between the sets of Lagrangian algebras inC  and indecomposable A-module 
categories.
Proof. B y  Corollary 4.1 every Lagrangian algebra B  G C determines a braided 
equivalenceC = Z (B ),  where ¿3 := Cg. Conversely, any braided equivalence between 
C and Z (B )  determines a central functor C —» B  and, hence, a Lagrangian algebra 
in C. As we observed in Section 3.4 these two constructions are inverses of each 
other.
Thus it suffices to prove that the set of braided equivalences between Z  («4) and 
centers of fusion categories is in bijection with indecomposable «4-module categories.
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This is done in [EN02, Theorem 3.1] and [EN03, Theorem 1.1]. Namely, the 
bijection is provided by assigning to an «4-module category A4 braided equivalence 
(12). □
R em ark  4 .9 . Note that the bijection in Proposition 4.8 is given by the so-called full 
centre construction. In  particular, 1(1) is the full centre of A  as a module category 
over itself. In  the case when A  is modular the statement of the proposition was 
verified in [KR, Theorem 3.22]. Note also that in this case the bijection can be 
lifted to an equivalence of groupoids (module categories with module equivalences 
by one side and Lagrangian algebras and isomorphisms by the other) [DKR].
4.3. L a ttice  o f  su b c a te g o r ie s . Let A  be a fusion category and let (C, A ) be the 
corresponding Manin pair. Here C = Z (A )  and A  = 1(1), where / : A  —> Z (A )  is 
the induction functor.
Let £(*4) denote the lattice of fusion subcategories of A  and let L (A ) denote the 
lattice of étale subalgebras of A.
T h eo rem  4 .1 0 . There is a canonical anti-isomorphism of lattices £(«4) ~  L (A ). 
I f  B  G A  is the subalgebra corresponding to the subcategory B  C A  under this 
anti-isomorphism, then FPd im (B )FPd im (B ) = FPdim (A ).
Proof. Let B  C A  be a fusion subcategory. Define the relative center Z b (A ) to be 
the tensor category whose objects are pairs (X , ^x), where X  is an object of A  and 
7x  : y  ®  X  ~  X  , V  €«4 is a natural family of isomorphisms, satisfying the 
same compatibility condition as in the definition of Z (A ).  Consider the forgetful 
functor
(27) F b  : Z (A )  -> Z S (A )
and define a (B ) = ig ( 1) where Is  is the right adjoint of F b - We have
(28) FPdimWB» =
by [DGNO, Section 3.6] and [EN O l, Corollary 8.11].
In  the opposite direction, given an étale subalgebra B  C A  we have a tensor 
functor Cb  —> Ca  inducing A-modules from B-modules. Let (3(B) be the full image 
in Ca  = A  of the subcategory CB C Cb under this functor.
B y  construction, Ca^ ) = Z b (A ) and = ^(^)- induction functor
(29) Ca(B) —> Ca  = A
identifies with the forgetful functor Z b (A ) —> A  and so maps surjectively Z (B )  to
B. Thus, ¡3(a.(B)) = B.
Conversely, we claim that there is an equivalence Z ^ B )(A ) —» Cb  such that 
the forgetful functor F ^ b ) '■ Z (A )  —> Z ^ b )(A ) identifies with the free module 
functor C —y Cb  • This immediately implies that a((3 (B )) = B . To prove this claim, 
note that the braiding of C allows to equip any A-module induced from Cb  with 
a morphism permuting it with A-modules induced from C°B . This gives rise to a 
tensor functor
(30) Cb  —> Zp(B)(A ).
The functor restricts to an equivalence between C°B and Z (j3 (B )) C Z /S^B )(A ). 
Observe that an object of Cb  whose image under the functor (30) is in Z (j3 (B ))
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must belong to CB . Hence, (30) is an equivalence. The remaining part of the claim 
follows from commutativity of the diagram
(31) C -------- — ----- > Z(C A)
FP(B)
CB ------- ^ Z p (B) (A) ,
where the bottom arrow is the induction functor (30).
Equation (28) implies the assertion about Frobenius-Perron dimensions.
Finally, to see that a  is a lattice anti-homomorphism it suffices to note that 
an inclusion of subcategories B\ C B 2 C A  induces a forgetful functor Z-g2 («4) —>• 
Zj31(A)  compatible with (27). This, in turn, yields an inclusion of étale algebras 
/b2(1) C  I b ! (1) in C. □
E x a m p le  4 .1 1 . Let us illustrate Theorem 4.10. Let G  be a finite group.
(i) Let A  = Rep(G ) be the fusion category of representations of G. Its fusion 
subcategories are of the form Rep(G/Ar) where N  ranges over the set of 
all normal subgroups of G. The étale algebra in i?(R ep (G )) corresponding 
to the subcategory Rep(G/W ) is the group algebra IkN . As an object of 
i?(R ep (G )) it has the following description. It  is a G-graded algebra with 
non-zero graded components labelled by elements of N, the G-action on 
IkN  is the conjugation action (see [Dal], where étale algebras in J?(R ep (G )) 
were classified).
(ii) Let A  = Vecg be the fusion category of G-graded vector spaces with the 
associativity constraint twisted by a 3-cocycle u> G Z S(G , lkx ). Fusion sub­
categories of A  correspond to subgroups H  C  G. A typical such subcategory 
is Vec^jH. The corresponding étale algebra in Z (Vecg ) is the algebra of 
Ik-valued functions on G  invariant under translations by elements of H.
4.4. Q u a n tu m  M a n in  tr ip le s . Recall that a Martin triple consists of a metric 
Lie algebra g along with Lagrangian Lie subalgebras g+, such that 0 = 0+ © 0- 
as a vector space. It  was shown by Drinfeld in [Dr, Section 2] that Manin triples 
are in bijection with pairs of dual Lie bialgebras (cf. Remark 4.5).
Below we extend this result to the “quantum” setting.
D e fin itio n  4 .1 2 . A quantum Manin triple (C ,A , B )  consists of a non-degenerate 
braided fusion category C along with connected étale algebras A, B  in C such that 
both (C, A ) and (C, B )  are quantum Manin pairs and the category of (A, B)- 
bimodules in C is equivalent to Vec.
E x a m p le  4 .1 3 . Let i i  be a semisimple Hopf algebra and let R e p (ii) denote the 
category of finite-dimensional representations of H. Let C := Z (R ep (H )). It  is 
well known that C is equivalent, as a braided fusion category, to Rep (D (H ))  where 
D (H )  is the Drinfeld double of H. There is a canonical Hopf algebra isomorphism 
D (H ) = D ( (H * )op), where H* denotes the dual Hopf algebra and op stands for 
the opposite multiplication. We thus have two central functors, to wit the forgetful 
functors,
C —» R e p (ii) and C ->• R e p ((iT )op).
Let A  and B  denote the étale algebras in C corresponding to these functors con­
structed as in Section 3.2.
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We claim that (C, A, B )  is a quantum Manin triple. The only thing that needs to 
be checked is that the category of (A  — B)-bimodules in C is trivial. Note that A  = 
(H * )op and B  = H  as D (H )-module algebras (i.e., algebras in C = Rep(D (H ))) .  
The category of (H * )op eg) ii-bimodules in Rep(D (H ))  is nothing but the category 
of _D(ii)-Hopf modules which is equivalent to Vec by the Fundamental Theorem of 
Hopf modules (see [Mo] for the definition of a Hopf module and the Fundamental 
Theorem).
Conversely, let (C, A, B )  be a quantum Manin triple. Then Vec has a structure 
of a C^-module category and so Ca  = Rep (H ) for a semisimple Hopf algebra H  
(equivalently, C has a fiber functor, i.e., a tensor functor to Vec). The dual category 
(Ca)vsc is equivalent to Cg and so Cg — Rep( (H * )op).
Quantum Manin triples form a 2-groupoid Q\. a 1-morphism between triples 
(Ci, A i, B\) and (C2, A 2 B 2) is defined to be a triple ($, </>, ip), where $  : C\ ~  C2 
is a braided equivalence and </> : 3>(Ai) — > A 2, ip \ ^K-Bi) — > B 2 are isomorphisms 
of algebras; a 2-morphism between triples ($, </>, ip) and ($ ', <//, ip1) is a natural 
isomorphism of tensor functors ¡j, : $  ~  such that </> = <// /j,a 1 and ip = ip' ¡i b 1 
(cf. diagram (26)).
Let Q2 denote the 2-groupoid whose objects are pairs (A, F )  where A  is a fu­
sion category and F  : A  —> Vec is a fiber tensor functor; 1-morphisms between 
(«4, F )  and («4', F ')  are pairs (t, v) where 1 : A  — > A! is a tensor equivalence and 
v : F  — F ' l  is an isomorphism of tensor functors; 2-morphisms between (i-i, v\) 
and (i-2, v2) are natural isomorphisms of tensor functors m : i\ — > l2 such that 
v2 = (F'rri) o vi.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1 4 . There is a 2-equivalence (C ,A i,A 2) t—> Ca1 between Q\ and Q2.
The proof of Proposition 4.14 is similar to that of Proposition 4.4 and amounts 
to showing that the above constructions are inverses of each other. In  fact, 2- 
groupoids Q\ and Q2 are also equivalent to the third 2-groupoid Qz which is defined 
in linear algebra terms: objects of Qz are semisimple Hopf algebras, 1-morphisms 
are twisted isomorphisms of Hopf algebras (defined in [Da]), and 2-morphisms are 
gauge equivalences of twists. Details of these equivalences will be given elsewhere.
Finally, we give an easy criterion which allows to recognize a quantum Manin 
triple. Let Rc £ K (C ) (g>z R denote the regular object of C, see Section 2.1.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1 5 . Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category and let 
(C, A), (C, B )  be quantum Manin pairs. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (C, A, B )  is a quantum Manin triple;
(ii) [A(g>B] = Rc ;
(iii) dimik Homc(i, A  eg B )  = 1;
(iv ) dimik Homc(A, B )  = 1.
Proof. Let us prove implication (i) => (ii). Thus the category of (A, B ) — bimodules 
has a unique up to isomorphism simple object M . For any X  £ C, the object 
A(g>X(g>B has an obvious structure of (A, B ) — bimodule. Hence [AegXegB] = rx  [M\ 
for some positive integer rx- Consequently
[A <g> X  <g> B ] = — [A ® B ] ,
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Computing the Ffobenius-Perron dimension of both sides, we get [A eg) X  eg) B] = 
FP d im (X )[A  eg B], Since the category C is braided we have
[X ] [A eg B ] = [A eg X  eg B] = FPd im (X ) [A eg B ] .
Since FPd im (A ) = FPd im (B ) = -y/FPdin^C), we have FPdim(A(g>B) = FPdim (C). 
Hence, [A <g> B ] = Rc.
The implication (ii) =>■ (iii) is immediate and the equivalence (iii) •<=> (iv) follows 
from Remark 3.4 since Home (A, B )  = Hom e(l, *A <g> B ) ~  Hom e(l, A  <g> B ).
Let us prove implication (iii) =>■ (i). B y  Proposition 4.4, the central functor 
Fb : C ^  Cb is isomorphic to the forgetful functor Z (C b ) —> Cb (for a suitable 
choice of braided equivalence C ~  Z (C b ))• Consider the category RepCB(A ) (see 
Section 3.6). Notice that by Remark 3.17(ii), this category coincides with the 
category of (A, B ) — bimodules in C. Thus, we need to prove that RepCfl (A ) ~  Vec. 
Recall from Section 3.6 that the category RepCfl (A ) has a structure of multi-fusion 
category. On the other hand the unit object A  eg B  of this category is irreducible 
since H on iA -B^ eg B, A(g>B) = H om e(l, A(g>B). Thus, the multi-fusion category 
RepCB(A ) is in fact a fusion category. B y  Theorem 3.19 and Remark 4.3 we have 
i?(RepCfl (A )) = C°A = Vec. Thus (8) implies that FPdim (RepCfl (A )) = 1, whence 
RepCB(A ) = Vec. □
5. D e f i n i t i o n  a n d  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  W i t t  g r o u p
5.1. D e fin itio n  o f  th e  W it t  grou p .
D e fin itio n  5 .1 . Non-degenerate braided fusion categories C\ and C2 are Witt equiv­
alent if there exists a braided equivalence C\ E3 Z (A i )  — C2 E3 Z (A 2), where A\, «42 
are fusion categories.
It  is easy to see that W itt equivalence is indeed an equivalence relation. We will 
denote the W itt equivalence class containing a category C by [C]. The set of W itt 
equivalence classes of non-degenerate braided fusion categories w ill be denoted W . 
Clearly W  is a commutative monoid with respect to the operation Kl. The unit of 
this monoid is [Vec].
L em m a 5 .2 . The monoid W is a group.
Proof. For a non-degenerate braided fusion category C we have Z (C ) ~  C E3 Crev, 
see Section 2.3. Thus [C]_1 = [Crev]. □
P r o p o s it io n  5 .3 . Let A  G C be an étale connected algebra. Then [CA] = \C\ in VV.
Proof. This is immediate from Definition 5.1 and Corollary 3.28 . □
D e fin itio n  5 .4 . The abelian group W  defined above is called the Witt group of 
non-degenerate braided fusion categories.
R em ark  5 .5 . It  is apparent from the definition that the group W  depends on the 
base field Ik and should be denoted VV(lk). However it is known that any fusion 
category (or braided fusion category) is defined over the field of algebraic numbers 
Q, see [EN O l, Section 2.6].  Thus an embedding Q C  Ik induces an isomorphism 
W (Q ) — VV(lk). In  this sense we can talk about the W itt group of non-degenerate 
braided fusion categories (without mentioning the field Ik). O f course this implies 
that the group W  carries a natural action of the absolute Galois group GaZ(Q/Q) 
and should be considered together with this action.
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R em ark  5 .6 . It  follows from [EN O l, Theorems 2.28, 2.31, and Remark 2.33] that 
there are countably many non-equivalent braided fusion categories. In  particular, 
the group W  is at most countable. We w ill see later that W  is infinite.
P r o p o s it io n  5 .7 . Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category. Then C G 
[ Vecj if  and only if there exist a fusion category A  and a braided equivalence C =
Z (A ).
Proof. B y  definition, C G [Vec] if and only if C Kl Z (B \ ) ~  5-(£2) with fusion 
categories B\ and B 2. Let A  G Z (B  1) be a connected étale algebra such that 
(Z (B i ) ,A ) is a quantum Manin pair, see Definition 4.2. Consider the fusion cate­
gory A  = RepB2(A ), see Section 3.6. B y  Theorem 3.19 we have Z (A ) = Z (B 2)°A . 
On the other hand we have an obvious injective braided tensor functor
(32) C - > Z (B 2)a  (X  M 1) <g> A.
We have
FPriim iC'l — FP d im (Z (B 2)) FPdim  ( Z (B 2)) o,
FPdlm (C ) -  FPd im (2 (8 ,) )  FPd im (A )2 “  FPd lm (2 (B 2)A),
i.e., (32) is a fully faithful tensor functor between fusion categories of equal Frobenius- 
Perron dimension. Therefore, it is an equivalence by [EO, Proposition 2.19]. □
C orollary  5 .8 . We have [C] = [D] if  and only if  there exists a fusion category A  
and a braided equivalence C Kl T>rev ~  Z  ( A ) .
5.2. C o m p le te ly  a n iso tro p ic  ca teg o r ies .
D e fin it io n  5 .9 . We say that a non-degenerate braided fusion category is completely 
anisotropic if the only connected étale algebra A  G C is A  = 1.
R em ark  5 .1 0 . A completely anisotropic non-degenerate braided fusion category 
has no Tannakian subcategories other than Vec, i.e., it is anisotropic in the sense 
of [DGNO, Definition 5.16].
L em m a 5 .1 1 . LetC  be a completely anisotropic category, A  be a fusion category, 
and let F  : C —^ A  be a central functor. Then F  is fully faithful.
Proof. Let I  : A  —> C be the right adjoint of F .  Since C is completely anisotropic, 
Lemma 3.5 implies that 1(1) = 1. Thus
Homc (X ,y )  = Homc (X (g )*y , 1) ^H om c (X (g )* y ,/ (l))
= Honia ( F ( X  <g> *Y), 1) = H o n u ^ P O  ®  * F (Y ) ,  1)
-  Horn a ( F ( X ) , F ( Y ) ) .
The result follows. □
T h eo rem  5 .1 2 . Each Witt equivalence class in W  contains a completely anisotropic 
category that is unique up to braided equivalence.
Proof. Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category. Let A  G C be a maximal 
étale connected algebra (which exists since by (16) the Frobenius-Perron dimensions 
of connected étale algebras are bounded by FPd im (C )). Any étale connected algebra 
in C°A can be considered as a connected étale algebra in C, so maximality of A  is 
equivalent to CA being completely anisotropic. Thus, Proposition 5.3 implies that 
any W itt equivalence class contains a completely anisotropic category.
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Now let C and T> be two completely anisotropic categories such that [C] = [D\. 
B y  Corollary 5.8 there exists a fusion category A  and a braided equivalence C Kl 
prev ^  Z (A ).  In  particular we have central functors C —> A  and 2?rev —>. A. 
B y  Lemma 5.11 these functors are fully faithful. Hence FPdim (C ) < FPdim («4) 
and FPdim(X>) < FPdim («4). Combining this with (8) we see that FPdim (C ) = 
FPd im (P ) = FPdim («4) and the functor C —> A  (and 2?rev —>. *4 ) is an equivalence. 
In  particular A  acquires a structure (in fact, two structures) of non-degenerate 
braided fusion category. Let C  be the centralizer of C in C Kl 2?rev ~  2 (A ) — Z (C ). 
Then on one hand C  = V rev and on the other hand C  = Crev, see Section 2.3. The 
result follows. □
C oro llary  5 .1 3 . Let A  and B  be two maximal connected étale algebras in a non­
degenerate braided fusion category C. Then there exists a braided equivalence CA c; 
Cg. In  particular FPd im (A ) = FPd im (B ).
Proof. The first statement is immediate from Theorem 5.12. The second one follows 
from (25). □
The following result shows that W itt equivalence can also be understood without 
reference to the Drinfeld center:
P r o p o s it io n  5 .1 4 . Let C i,C 2 be non-degenerate braided fusion categories. Then 
the following are equivalent:
(i) [Ci] = [C2 ], i.e. C1 and C2 are Witt equivalent.
(ii) There exist a braided fusion category C, connected étale algebras ^4i, ^2  £C  
and braided equivalences Ci CA i, C2 ^  CA2.
(iii) There exist connected étale algebras A\ g C \ ,A 2 G C2 and a braided equiv­
alence (Ci)°Ai 4  (C2)\\2.
Proof The implications (ii)=>(i) and (iii)=>(i) are immediate by Proposition 5.3.
(i)=>(ii): B y  Definition 5.1, we have a braided equivalence
F  :C 1M Z ( A i ) - C 2M Z (A 2).
Thus we can define C to be C2 K lZ (A 2 ), the algebra A\ to be F (  1 K l i i ( l ) )  and the 
algebra A 2 to be 1KI 12(1 ). Here I i  : A 4 —> Z (A î)  are right adjoints to the forgetful 
functors Z (A i)  —> A 4 . Finally we define the braided equivalence Ci —> C°A as
Cl ^  Cl H Z (A l )°h{1) A  (C2 El Z (A 2))0Ai = C°Al
and the braided equivalence C2 —> CA2 as
C 2 ^ C 2 M Z (A 2 )°l2{1)=C°A i.
(i)=>(ii) Choose étale algebras Ai G Ci such that the categories (Ci)A , are com­
pletely anisotropic. Now [(C i)^ J = [Ci] = [C2] = [(^2)^ ] together with Theorem 
5.12 implies the existence of a braided equivalence (Ci)°Ai (C2)a 2- ^
R em ark  5 .1 5 . 1. The proposition implies that W itt equivalence is the equiva­
lence relation ~  on non-degenerate braided fusion categories generated by ordinary 
braided equivalence ~  and the relations C ~  CA, where A  G C is an étale algebra. 
But the proposition is more precise in that it says that any two W itt equivalent 
categories can be joined by just two invocations of C ~  CA and either one (part
(iii)) or two (part (ii)) braided equivalences.
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2. The proposition has applications to conformal field theory, cf. [Mu6].
5.3. Th e  W it t  group o f m etric groups and pointed  categories. Recall that 
a quadratic form with values in lkx on a finite group A  is a function q : A  —> lkx such 
that q(—x) = q(x) and b(x, y ) = q^)q(y) bilinear, see e.g. [DGNO, Section 2.11.1]. 
The pair (A, q) consisting of finite abelian group and quadratic form q : A  —> lkx is 
called a pre-metric group, see [DGNO, Section 2.11.2]. A  pre-metric group (A, q) 
is called metric group if the form q is non-degenerate (i.e., the associated bilinear 
form b(x,y) is non-degenerate).
To a pre-metric group (A, q) one assigns a unique up to a braided equivalence 
pointed braided fusion category C(A, q), where q(a) £ lkx equals the braiding on the 
simple object X a eg) X a where X a is a representative of an isomorphism class a £ A  
(see e.g., [DGNO, Section 2.11.5]). It  was shown in [JS2] that this assignment is 
an equivalence between the 1-categorical truncation of the 2-category of pre-metric 
groups and that of the 2-category of pointed braided fusion categories.
The category C(A, q) is non-degenerate if and only if (A, q) is a metric group.
Let (A, q) be a metric group and let H  C A  be an isotropic subgroup (that 
is, q\h  = 1). Then H  C H 1- where H 1- is the orthogonal complement of H  in A  
with respect to the bilinear form b(x,y). Moreover, the restriction of q to H ^ is 
the pull-back of a non-degenerate quadratic form q : H ^ / H  —> lkx . We say that 
(H ^/H ,q ) is an m-subquotient of (A , q). Two metric groups are Witt equivalent 
if they have isomorphic m-subquotients, cf. [DGNO, Appendix A .7.1]. The set of 
equivalence classes has a natural structure of abelian group (with addition induced 
by the orthogonal direct sum) and is called the Witt group of metric groups, see 
loc. cit. We will denote this group W pt-
Prop osition  5.16. The assignment
(33) W p t^ W :  (A, q) [C(A, q)}
induces a well defined injective homomorphism Wpt —> W .
Proof. Let H  C A  be an isotropic subgroup. Then the corresponding subcategory 
C{H, 1) C C(A, q) is Tannakian, see e.g. [DGNO, Example 2.48]. Let B  £ C{H, 1) 
be the corresponding regular algebra, see 2.8. Then the category C(A, q)°B identifies 
with C (if-L/H,q). In  particular, [C(A, </)] = [C (H^/H, q)]. This implies that (33) 
is well defined.
It is known that each class in W pt has a representative (A , q) which is anisotropic, 
that is q{x) ^  1 for i  3 1. It  is clear that the corresponding category C(A, q) 
is completely anisotropic. Thus, (33) is injective by Theorem 5.12. □
In what follows we w ill identify the group W pt with its image in W . The group 
Wpt is explicitly known, see e.g., [DGNO, Appendix A .7]. Namely,
Wpt = 0  W pt(p),
p  is p rim e
where W pt(p) C W pt consists of the classes of metric p—groups.
The group W pt(2) is isomorphic to Z/8Z © Z/2Z; it is generated by two classes 
[C(Z/2Z, (/i)] and [C(Z/4Z, <72)], where qi, <72 are any non-degenerate forms. For 
p = 3(mod4) we have W pt(p) = Z/4Z and the class [C(Z/pZ, </)] is a generator 
for any non-degenerate form q. For p = 1 (mod 4) the group W pt(p) is isomorphic 
to Z/2Z © Z/2Z; it is generated by the two classes [C(Z/p7., q')] and [C(Z/p7., q")]
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with q'(l) = ( 12 and q"(l) = C"*2, where (  is a primitive pth root of unity in Ik and 
n is any quadratic non-residue modulo p.
5.4. P r o p e r ty  S. Let C be a non-degenerate braided fusion category.
D e fin itio n  5 .1 7 . We say that C has property S  if the following conditions are 
satisfied:
(51) C is completely anisotropic;
(52) C is simple (that is, C has no non-trivial fusion subcategories) and not 
pointed (so in particular C $= Vec).
We w ill also say that a class w G W  has property S if a completely anisotropic 
representative of w has property S. In  Section 6.4 we w ill give infinitely many 
examples of non-degenerate braided fusion categories with property S.
T h eo rem  5 .1 8 . Let T> =  IE je/ C* where Ci are braided fusion categories with prop­
erty S. Assume that V  is a Drinfeld center of a fusion category. Then there is a 
fixed point free involution a : I  I  such that Ca(j) = Cf™
Proof. Assume that T> = Z (A )  for some fusion category A. Let F  : T> = Z (A )  —> A  
be the forgetful functor. Choose a bijection I  = { 1 ,..., n}. For 1 < i < n let Ai 
be the image of C\ Kl C2 Kl • • • C* under F  (so A i is a fusion subcategory of «4).
C laim : There is a subset J i  C {1, •••,*} such that F  restricted to IEj (zji Cj C T> 
is an equivalence M j^ji Cj c; Ai.
Proof (of the claim). We use induction in i. For i = 1 we set J i  = {1 }; in this 
case the claim follows from Lemma 5.11. Now consider the induction step. The 
subcategory Ai+\ is clearly generated by A i and (the image of) Cj+i C A  (recall 
that by Lemma 5.11, the functor F  restricted to Cj+i is fully faithful. There are 
two possibilities:
(a) the subcategories A i and Cj+i intersect non-trivially in A ; then A i contains 
Cj_|_i since by (S2) Cj+i has no non-trivial subcategories. In  this case we set J j +i =
Ji.
(b) A i and Cj+i intersect trivially. Then we set J j +i = J jU { *  + l } .  We claim 
that the forgetful functor IEje J i+1 Cj —> A  is fully faithful. As in the proof of 
Lemma 5.11 it is sufficient to show that for any object Z  G IEj ej i+1Cj we have 
Hom_4 (F (Z ) ,  1) = Hornv (Z ,  1). Clearly, we can restrict ourselves to the case when 
Z  is simple. In  this case Z  = X  IE Y  where X  G and Y  G Cj+i are simple. 
Then F (Z )  =  F ( X )  <g> F (Y )  where F ( X )  G A i and F (Y )  G F(C i+\) are simple. 
Then Horn.a (F (Z ) ,  1) = H o in ^ fX X ), F (Y )* )  = 0 unless X  = 1 and Y  = 1. We 
are done in this case and the claim is proved.
We apply now the Claim with i = n; we see that A  = IEj ej nCj. Thus Z (A ) = 
Mjej n(Cj IE Cjev) (see Section 2.3). The category T> does not contain non-trivial 
invertible objects. B y  Proposition 2.2 it has a unique decomposition into a product 
of simple categories. The result follows. □
C oro llary  5 .1 9 . Let C be a category with property S. Then [C] G VV has order 2 if 
C ~  Crev and otherwise [C] G VV has infinite order. □
More precisely we have the following result. Let S  be the set of braided equiva­
lence classes of categories with property S. Let S 2 C S  be the subset consisting of 
categories C such that C ~  Crev and let Soo = S  \ ¿>2- It is clear that the set S  is 
at most countable. It  follows from (39) in Section 6.4 below that the set (and
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hence S )  is infinite. Let S ^  C <Soo be a maximal subset such that C G S ^  implies
Crev ¿
C oro llary  5 .2 0 . Let W s  C W  be the subgroup generated by the categories with 
property S. The map (a*)ci e5 >—> rie-eslA ]a¿ defines an isomorphism
0 Z / 2 Z ® 0 Z - W S. □
•S2 5^
R em ark  5 .2 1 . 1. It  is clear that the set S 2 is at most countable. However we 
don’t know whether it is empty and we don’t know whether it is finite.
2 . The description of the group W s  above is non-canonical due to the choice of 
the set S¡X1. A  better description is as follows: the set S  carries an involution a 
which sends C to Crev. We extend a  to the involution of the free abelian group Z [<S] 
generated by S  by linearity. Then W s — Z[<S]/Image(l + a).
3. An argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.18 shows that W s ^ W pt = {1 }. 
Thus the subgroup of W  generated by W s  and W pt is isomorphic to W s  x W pt ■
C oro llary  5 .2 2 . The Q—vector space W<8>zQ also has countable infinite dimension.
Proof. Since S ^  is infinite, the Q—vector space W s  <8>z Q has countable infinite 
dimension. □
5.5. C en tra l charge. From now on we will assume that Ik = €. Recall that any 
pseudo-unitary non-degenerate braided fusion category has a natural structure of 
modular tensor category (see, e.g., [DGNO, Section 2.8.2]).
D e fin itio n  5 .2 3 . Let W un C W  be the subgroup consisting of W itt classes [C] of 
pseudo-unitary non-degenerate braided fusion categories C.
R em ark  5 .2 4 . Note that W un is not invariant under the Galois action from Re­
mark 5.5 (for example class [YL] G W un from Section 6.4 below has a Galois 
conjugate not lying in W un)■ In  particular, W un W .
Now recall that for a modular tensor category C one defines the multiplicative 
central charge £(C) G €, see [DGNO, Section 6.2]. The following properties are well 
known, see, e.g, [BaKi, Section 3.1].
L em m a 5 .2 5 . (i) £(C) is a root of unity;
(ii) ^ (C iK IC 2) = ^(C1)^(C2);
(iii) £(Cr™ )= £ (C )- 1. □
The statement (i) (due to Anderson, Moore and Vafa) allows us to consider the 
Virasoro central charge c = c(C) G Q/8Z, which is related to £(C) by £(C) = e27r*c/8.
L em m a 5 .2 6 . Let C\ and C2 be two pseudo-unitary non-degenerate braided fusion 
categories considered as modular tensor categories. Assume that C\ and C2 are Witt 
equivalent. Then £(Ci) = £(^2)-
Proof. B y  Corollary 5.8 C\ Kl ~  Z (A ).  Since the category C\ Kl C ^  is pseudo- 
unitary so is A  (use (8)). Thus, the spherical structure on C\ Kl = Z (A )  is 
induced by the spherical structure on A. In  this situation [Mu5, Theorem 1.2] says 
that £ (Z (A )) = 1. The result follows from Lemma 5.25. □
Now for any class w G W un we define £(w) = £(C) where C is a pseudo-unitary 
representative of the class w; according to Lemma 5.26 this is well defined. Similarly,
we set c(w) = c(C).
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C oro llary  5 .2 7 . The assignment w t—> c(w) is a homomorphism W un —> Q/8Z. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 5.25. □
6. F i n i t e  e x t e n s i o n s  o f  v e r t e x  a l g e b r a s
6.1. E x te n s io n s  o f  V O  A s. Let V  be a rational vertex algebra, that is vertex 
algebra satisfying conditions 1-3 from [Hu, Section 1]. It  is proved in loc. cit. 
that the category Rep(V ) of V —modules of finite length has a natural structure of 
modular tensor category; in particular Rep (V ) is a non-degenerate braided fusion 
category.
Note that a rational vertex algebra has to be simple (i.e., have no non-trivial 
ideals). This, in particular, means that VO A maps between rational vertex algebras 
are monomorphisms.
The category of modules Rep(Vr eg) U) of the tensor product of two (rational) 
vertex algebras is ribbon equivalent to the tensor product Rep(Vr) Kl Rep(£/) of the 
categories of modules (see, for example [FH L]).
The relation between the central charge cy of a rational VO A  V  and the central 
charge of the category of its modules Rep(Vr) is given by (e.g., see [R ]):
£ (Rep (V )) = e- s“*1.
Now consider a finite extension of vertex algebras V  C W , where V  is a vertex 
subalgebra of W  and W  viewed as a V —module decomposes into a finite direct 
sum of irreducible V —modules 1. Then W  considered as an object A  £ Rep(Vr) 
has a natural structure of commutative algebra; moreover this algebra satisfies 
the conditions from Example 3.3 (ii) and hence is étale, see [KiO, Theorem 5.2]2. 
Furthermore, the restriction functor Rep(T/l/) —> Rep (V ) induces a braided tensor 
equivalence Rep(T/l/) ~  Rep(Vr)1^. Thus, Proposition 5.3 implies that in this situa­
tion we have [Rep(V)] = [Rep(VF)]. We can use this in order to construct examples 
of interesting relations in the group W .
E x a m p le  6 .1 . (Chiral orbifolds.) Let G  be a finite group of automorphisms of 
a rational vertex algebra V. The sub-VOA of invariants V a is called the chiral 
orbifold of V. In  the case when the vertex subalgebra of invariants V a is rational 
we have a W itt equivalence between categories of modules Rep (V ), Rep(VrG).
6.2. A ffin e L ie a lgeb ras and  con form al em b ed d in g s . Let g be a finite dimen­
sional simple Lie algebra and let g be the corresponding affine Lie algebra. For any 
k £ Z>o let C(fl, k) be the category of highest weight integrable g —modules of level 
k, see e.g. [BaKi, Section 7.1] where this category is denoted C^n i. The category 
C(Q,k) can be identified with the category Rep(Vr(g, k)) where V(g ,k ) is the sim­
ple vertex algebra associated with the vacuum g—module of level k. In  particular 
the category C(g,k) has a structure of modular tensor category, see [HuL], [BaKi, 
Chapter 7].
E x a m p le  6 .2 . The category C(sl(n ), 1) is pointed. It  identifies with C (Z/nZ, q) 
where q{l) = éKü2~^~, I £ Z/nZ. More generally, C(g, 1) (with g simply laced) is 
pointed [FK].
\< *1 e th a t  finiteness is au tom atic  if we assum e th a t  Lo-eigenspaces are finite dim ensional 
(which is s tan d ard  and tru e  e.g. for affine VOAs).
^The proof of th is  resu lt in [KiO] is not com plete. However for exam ples we are  going to  
consider in th is  section th e  argum ents from  [KiO, §5.5] are sufficient.
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It  is known [BaKi] the categories C (g,k) are pseudo-unitary. In  particular, we 
have W itt classes [C(g, k)] G W un C W . The following formula for the central 
charge is very useful, see e.g. [BaKi, 7.4.5]:
(« ) = ^
where hv is the dual Coxeter number of the Lie algebra g.
One can construct examples of relations between the classes [C(g,k)] using the 
theory of conformal embeddings, see [BB, SW , K W ]. Let 0 ® g® C g' be an em­
bedding (here g® and g' are finite dimensional simple Lie algebras). We w ill sym­
bolically write ©®(g®)ki C gk if the restriction of a g '—module of level k' to g® 
has level k® (in this case the numbers k® are multiples of k '). Such an embedding 
defines an embedding of vertex algebras 0®V(g®, k®) C V (g ', k '); but in general this 
embedding does not preserve the Virasoro element. In  the case when it does the 
embedding ©^g®)*^ C g , is called conformal embedding; it is known that in this 
case the extension of vertex algebras 0 ®V(g®, k®) C V (g ', k ') is finite. Thus in view 
of Section 6.1, we get a relation
(35) J ] [C  (g®,k®)] = [C (g',k')].
®
The complete classification of the conformal embeddings was done in [BB, SW ] (see 
also [K W ]) and is reproduced in the Appendix.
6.3. C o se ts . Let U C V be an embedding of rational vertex algebras, which does 
not preserve conformal vectors w y, (only operator products are preserved). The 
centralizer CV(U ) is a vertex algebra with the conformal vector , see [G KO ].
Moreover the tensor product U (g> CV (U ) is mapped naturally to V and this map is 
a map of vertex algebras. In  the case when V, U and CV(U ) are rational we have 
a W itt equivalence of categories of modules:
Rep(U ) m Rep(CV (U )) ~  Rep(U  <g> CV (U ))
and R ep (V ).
Let 0 ®(h® )ki C 0 j (gj )k' be an embedding of semisimple Lie algebras respecting 
the central charge as in Section 6.2. Let ®®v(h®,k®) c  <8>j V  (gj , k j) be the corre­
sponding embedding of the vertex algebras. The centralizer C® V (0j )(®®V (h®, k®))
X3 (fl3 )fc'
is called the coset model and is denoted  ^ 3 .xi (hi)ki
Sometimes coset models defined by different embeddings of semisimple Lie al­
gebras are isomorphic. An example of such isomorphism was found by Goddard, 
Kent and Olive [G KO ]. They observed that the following coset models3:
A-l,m  X A l l C^m+1,1
A 1,m+1 Cm,1 X C1,1
are isomorphic, since they are both isomorphic to the same rational Virasoro vertex 
algebra V*rCm with the central charge
(36) cm = 1 —
(m + 2)(m  + 3)
3here and in th e  A ppendix  th e  no tation  Xi,k refers to  th e  Lie a lgebra of ty p e  Xi a t level k.
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We can use coset models in order to construct new relations in the W itt group as 
follows. Assume that the central charge c of a coset model vertex algebra x
is positive4 but less than 1B. It  is known that in this case c = cm for some positive 
integer to and the vertex algebra in question contains a rational vertex subalgebra 
V irCm, see [GKO]. This implies that the rational vertex algebra <g>j V(Qj ,k'j ) is a 
finite extension of rational vertex algebra i )  Cg) V irCm. Thus according to
the results of Section 6.1 we get a relation in the W itt group
(37) C [[m \  h ) ]) • [V irCm] = J J W ,  % )].
i 3
A special case of this relation corresponding to the coset model Al^ xA^ ’1 reads
(38) [V ircJ  = [C(sl(2), m)][C(sl(2), l)][C (s/(2), to + I ) ] “ 1.
Thus combining (37) and (38) we obtain relations between the classes [C(fl, k)].
6.4. Exam ples for g = s/(2). We give here some examples of relations (or absence 
thereof) between the classes [C(sZ(2), k)]. We refer the reader to [KiO, Section 6] 
for more details on the categories C(sl(2), k). Note that all étale algebras in these 
categories were classified in [KiO, Theorem 6.1].
(1) The category C (sZ(2 ),l) is pointed, moreover C (sZ(2 ),l) ~  C(Z/2Z, q+) 
where </+(l) = i. In  particular, class [C(sZ(2), 1)] £ W  has order 8 .
(2) For any odd k, we have C(sl(2),k) ~  C(sl(2), k )+ E3 C(Z/2Z, q±) where 
C(sl(2 ),k )+ is the subcategory of “integer spin” representations and </±(l) = 
±* (see e.g. [KiO, Lemma 6 .6]). The category C(sl(2), k)+ for an odd k > 3 
has property S. Using (34) we get
c(C(sl(2), k )+) = + ( —l ) (-fc+1-)/2.
In  particular, 2c(C(sl(2), k )+) =^0e Q/8Z, so
(39) C {sl{2 ),k )+ ¥ C {s l{2 ),k )™ \
This shows that the set Soo from Section 5.4 is infinite.
The category Y L  := C (sl(2 ),3 )+ is called the Yang-Lee category. The 
class [YL\ G W  is a simplest example of element of W  of infinite order. 
We w ill say that a braided fusion category C is a Fibonacci category if the 
Grothendieck ring K (C ) is isomorphic to K ( Y L ) as a based ring. It  is 
known that a pseudo-unitary Fibonacci category is equivalent to either Y L  
or Y U ev.
(3) The category C(sl(2), 2) is an example of Ising braided category, see [DGNO, 
Appendix B]. In  particular, it follows from [DGNO, Lemma B.24] that
[C(sZ(2), 2)]2 = [C(Z/4Z, q)}, where q(l) = e37^ 2/4.
Thus, the order of [C(sl(2), 2)] G W  is 16.
^It is known (see [GKO]) th a t  c >  0. T he case c =  0 corresponds exactly  to  th e  conform ai 
em beddings discussed in Section 6.2.
5T he list of cosets w ith such cen tral charge was given in [BG] and is reproduced in th e  A ppendix.
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Using [DGNO, Lemma B.24] it is easy to see that for an odd I we have 
[C(sl(2), 2)]* = [C], where C is an Ising braided category. Since there are pre­
cisely 8 equivalence classes of Ising braided categories (see [DGNO, Corol­
lary B . 16]), we get that for any Ising braided category C there is a unique 
odd number I, 1 < I < 15 such that [C] = [C(s/(2), 2)]*. The number I is 
easy to compute from c(C) using c(C(al(2), 2)) = | .
(4) There exists a conformai embedding sl(2)4 C sl(3)i. Thus
[C(s/(2), 4)] = [C(s/(3), 1)] = [C(Z/3Z, q)}, where q(l) = e2" ' 2/3.
In  particular, the order of [C(s/(2),4)] g W  is 4.
(5) There exists a conformai embedding sl(2)e © sl(2)e C so(9)i. Thus
[C(sl(2), 6)]2 = [C(so(9), 1)].
Notice that C(so(9), 1) is also an example of Ising braided category. Using 
the central charge one computes that
[C(s/(2), 6)]2 = [C(s/(2), 2)]3.
In  particular, [C(s/(2),6)] € W  has order 32.
(6) The category C(sl(2), 8) is known to contain an étale algebra A  such that 
C(sl(2), 8)^ is equivalent to the product of two Fibonacci categories, see 
e.g., [M PS, Theorem 4.1]. Using the central charge one computes that
[C {s l{2 )M  = [Y L ]- \
(7) There exists a conformai embedding s/(2)io C sp(A)\. Thus,
[C(S/(2),10)] = [C M 4 ),1 )].
The category C(sp(4), 1) is an Ising braided category. Using the central 
charge one computes that [C(sl(2), 10)] = [C(sl(2),2 )]7.
(8) Let fl(C?2) be a Lie algebra of type C?2- There exists a conformai embedding 
sl(2)28 C fl(G 2)i. Thus,
[C(S/(2),28)] = [C(fl(G2), l) ] .
The category C (g(G2), 1) is a Fibonacci category. Using the central charge 
one computes that
[C(sl(2), 28)] = [YL\.
(9) The category C(sl(2), k) with k divisible by 4 is known to contain an étale 
algebra A  of dimension 2, see [KiO, Theorem 6.1]. It  is also known that 
in this case for k ^  4, 8, 28 the category C(sl(2), k)°A has property S and 
is not equivalent to any category C (s l(2 ),k i)+ with odd k\. Thus we get 
infinitely many more elements of the set «Sqq. For example we see that 
[C(sZ(2), 12)] G W  has infinite order.
6.5. O p en  q u estio n s . In  this section we collect some open questions about the 
W itt group W .
Q u estio n  6 .3 . Is it true that W  is a direct sum of cyclic groups? Is there an 
inclusion Q C W ?
Q u estio n  6 .4 . Is W un generated by classes [C(g,A:)]?
R em ark  6 .5 . Notice that W pt is contained in the subgroup generated by [C(fl, k)]. 
Namely, the subgroup of W  generated by [C(s/(2),1)] and [C(sZ(2),2)] contains 
Wpt(2). For a prime p = 4k + 3, the subgroup W pt(p) is generated by [C(sl(p), 1)]. 
F inally for a prime p = 4k + 1 choose a prime number q < p which is a quadratic 
non-residue modulo p (it is easy to see that such a prime does exist). Then W pt(p) 
is contained in the subgroup of W  generated by [C(sl(p), 1)] and [C(sl(pq), 1)] and 
Wpt(q)- Thus we are done by induction.
R em ark  6 .6 . Since the end of eighties there is a common believe among physicists 
that all rational conformal field theories come from lattice and W Z W  models via 
coset and orbifold (and perhaps chiral extension) constructions (see [MS]). Analo­
gous statement for modular categories would imply that the unitary W itt group is 
generated by classes of affine categories C(g, k).
Q u estio n  6 .7 . W hat are the relations in the subgroup of W  generated by [C(fl, k)]7 
Is it true that all relations in the subgroup generated by [C(sl(2), k)] are described 
in Section 6.4? Is it possible to express some nonzero power of [C(sl(2), 12)] G W  
in terms of [C(sZ(2), k], k ^  12? W hat is the order of [C(sZ(2), 14)] G W ?
Q u estio n  6 .8 . Is there a class w G W s  of order 2? Equivalently does exist a 
non-degenerate braided fusion category C with property S and such that Crev ~  C?
Q u estio n  6 .9 . Is it true that torsion in W is 2-primary? Is there an element of 
order 3 in W?
Q u estio n  6 .1 0 . W hat is the biggest finite order of an element of W ?  For example, 
are there elements of W  of order 64?
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A p p e n d i x . C o n f o r m a l  e m b e d d i n g s  a n d  c o s e t s  w i t h  c < 1
Here we reproduce (from [BB, SW ] ) the list of maximal embeddings starting with 
serial embeddings (rank-level dualities, (anti-)symmetric and regular embeddings 
and their variants) and followed up by sporadic embeddings:
su(m )n x su(n)m C su(m n)i, sp(2m)n x sp(2n)m C so(4m n)i, 
so(m )n x so(n)m C so(m n)i, so(m )4 x su(2)m C sp(2m )i,
A n , n - 1  A (n-l)(n + 2) , ,
A 2n+1,2n+2 C ■B 2n2+ 4n + 1,1,
B 2n + 1,4n+1 C ■B (4n + 1)(n+1),1,
B 2n,4n- 1 C D n(4n + 1),1,
C 2 n ,2 n - 1  C B l ^ - n - ^ ^
C 2n,2n+1 C D n(4n + 1),1,
D 2n,4n+2 C B l ^ + n - ^ ^
D 2n,4n-2  C D n(4n - 1),1,
B „ , 2 C A 2 n ,1 ,
D 1 , 1  x A j , 1  x A n - i - 1  C A n , 1, 1 < i < n  -  2
D 1 , 1  x D n - 1 , 1  C D n , 1 ,
A 1 , 1  x A 1 , 1  x D n - 2 , 1  C D n ,1 ,
A 1 , 1  x A 1,1  x B n - 2 , 1  C B n, 1 ,
D j , 1  x B n - 1 , 1  C B n ,  1 , 3 < i < n  — 2
A 1,2 x D n - 1 ,1  C B n , 1 ,
D 1 , 1  x ^ 5 , 1  C E e , 1 ,
A 2 , 1  x A 2 , 1  x A 2 , 1  C E 6 , 1 ,
A 1 , 1  x D 6 ,1  C £ 7 , 1 ,
A 2 , 1  x A 5 , 1  C £ 7 , 1 ,
A 4 ,1  x A 4 ,1  C A 8 ,1 ,
A 1 , 1  x £ 7 , 1  C E g , 1 ,
A 1 , 1  x C 3 1  C ^ 4 ,1 ,
G 2 , 1  x A2,2 C £ 6 , 1 ,
A 1 ,3  x £ 4 , 1  C £ 7 , 1 ,
A2,6 x A 1 ,16 C £ 8 , 1 ,
A n,n+3 Q A n(n+3) , ,
A 2n,2n+1 C D 2 n (n + 1) , 1 ,
A 2n + 1,4n+5 C B 4n2+ 7n + 2,1,
B 2n,4n+3 C D n(4n + 3) ,^
C 2n + 1,2n+2 C B (4n + 1)(n+1),1 
C 2n + 1,2n C D n(4n + 3),^
D 2n + 1,4n C B n(4n + 3),1,
D 2n + 1,4n+4 C D (n + 1)(4n + 1), 1,
D n,2 C A 2 n - 1 , 1 ,
D 1, x A n - 1 , 1  C A n , 1 ,
D 1 , 1  x A n - 1 , 1  C -^n ,^
D j , 1  x D n - i , 1  C D n , 1 ,  3 < i < n  — 3
D 1,1  x B n - 1 , 1  C B n , 1 ,
D i, 1  x B n - i , 1  C B n,1
D 1 , 1  x A n - 1 , 2  C C n ,1 ,
A 1 , 1  x A 5 , 1  C £ 6 , 1 ,
D 1 , 1  x £ 6 , 1  C £ 7 , 1 ,
A 7,1 C £ 7,1,
D 8 , 1  C £ 8 , 1 ,
A 2 , 1  x £ 6 , 1  C £ 8 , 1 ,
A 8,1 C £ 8 , 1 ,
G 2 , 1  x A 1 ,8  C £ 4 , 1 ,
A 1 ,7  x G2,2  C £ 7 , 1 ,
G 2 , 1  x C 3 1  C £ 7 , 1 ,
G 2 , 1  x £ 4 , 1  C £ 8 , 1 ,
A 1 , 1 0  C B 2 , 1 ,
A 2 ,2 1  C £ 7 , 1 ,  
B 2,12 C £ 8 , 1 , 
C 4,1 C £ 6 , 1 ,  
D6,8 C C 16,1, 
£ 6 , 12  C D 3 9 1 ,  
£ 8,30 C D 124,1, 
G 2,3 C £ 6 , 1 ,
A 1,28 C G 2,1, 
A 5,6 C C 10,1, 
B 4,2 C A m , 
C 4,7 C D 21,1, 
D 8,16 C D 64,1, 
£ 7,12 C C 28,1, 
£4 ,3  C ^ 1 3 , 1 ,
G 2,4 C D 7,1-
A 2,9 C £ 6,1, 
A 7,10 C D 3 5 1 ,  
^ 3 ,5  C ^ 7 , 1 ,  
^ 5 ,4  C A 15,1, 
£ 6,6 C A 26,1, 
£ 7 , 1 8  C B 66,1, 
£4,9 C D 26,1,
Next we reproduce the list of cosets with central charge 0 < c < 1 given in [BG ]:
A i >rl+i ’ —  A „ )2x « (  1 ) ’
C r, Cm+1-1 , V ir c, C s.o(n)l, ,— Cm, i x C i , ^  ci — so (n - 1 ) i  ’
A n+1,2
V i r c
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V ir C1 C
V ir C3 C
V ir C3 C
V ir C3 C
V ir C2 C
V ir C3 C
V ir C4 C
V ir C5 C
A j.,2u(l)
A i,3 u(l)A2,2 
Ai ,8A5 , 1
C3,1 
-53,1
G2,i
E e ti
4^,1 :
Eq,  2 
C4> 2’
E g , 2 
— A\ 2 x A 5 :
V  *rC2 C
V *rC3 C
V *rC1 C
V *rC2 C
V *rC9 C
V *rC9 C
V *rC2 C
V  *rC3 C
Er,2 
A7,2 ’E7,2 
A i ,2 x -Dô,2 7 
E s , 2 
Da,2 7 
E s ,2
Es,;
5,2 ' *4,1
C3,2 > 
* 4 , 1  
-04,1 : 2^,1
V ir C3 C
V ir C4 C
V ir C2 C
V ir C1 C
V ir C9 C
V ir Cs C
V ir C7 C
V ir C6 C
A2,1 X A2,1
A2,2
E q, 1 X E q , 1
E6,2
E7,1 X E7,1
E7,2 
Eg, 1 x Eg, 1 
Es ,2 
Eg, 1 x Eg,2
E 8,3
E4,i xF4,i
E4,2 
G2,l XÖ2,1 
G 2,2 &2,2 
— Al ,2 X Al ,6
1,2
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